
Spoilt for choice...

your door from intruders
SHIELD 
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Designed to deflect any unwanted access away 

from the property through the letterplate. 

The low projection of the internal flap shields the 

property within.

STO
P

How it works...

Protecting the door handle, cylinder and 

belongings inside the home from 

manipulation.

Deflection shield

With clear access for postal items, the 

design of the internal flap skilfully 

manoeuvres post into the home but 

prevents any access to keys with a 

hook.

In protection mode, the inside flap is 

angled to cleverly shield against any 

unwanted intruders attempting to ‘fish’ 

through the door.

The Fab&Fix Shield is a complete 

TS 008 secure letterplate solution 

for your PAS 24 door.

Available in the range of Fab&Fix Hardex 

finishes, you can mix and match to find a colour 

combination that suits the individual door.

The Nu Mail Shield has been 

independently tested to the 

latest TS008:2022 security 

standards for doors.

TS 008
CERTIFIED

PAS 24:2016 test standards now 

require an external door fitted 

with a letterplate to meet TS008: 

2022 as part of your certified 

PAS 24 door package. 

PAS 24
2016
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Complete TS 008 
letterplate solution 

Thoughtfully designed 

Suitable for use on 44mm 
-70mm thick timber and 

composite doors.

44 - 70mm

Supplied separately to suit most interior and 
exterior door finishes, the internal and external 
sections of the letterplate can be mixed and 

matched together in any combination. 

When open, the flap is restricted to 40° protecting 
the property within, automatically closing when not 
in use to prevent damage to interior walls. With a 
projection of only 34mm, Shield provides a stylish 

slimline aesthetic to the inside of the door.

40°

34mm

Fully colour matched 

metal letterplate in a 

range of Fab&Fix finishes

Anti-snap flap opens to 180 degrees 

with a fully sprung return giving 

clear access for A4 mailings



Product Name External Letterplate

White

Hardex Chrome

Hardex Graphite

Hardex Gold

Black

Antique Black

Hardex Bronze

Anthracite Grey

DLPNSINMRWH

DLPNSINMRHC

DLPNSINMRGR

DLPNSINMRHG

DLPNSINMRBK

DLPNSINMRAB

DLPNSINMRHB

-

DLPNSOUMRWH

DLPNSOUMRHC

DLPNSOUMRGR

DLPNSOUMRHG

DLPNSOUMRBK

DLPNSOUMRAB

DLPNSOUMRHB

DLPNSOUMRAG

Internal Letterplate

We wrote the book on 
Perfectly Matching Hardware

Tel: +44 1922 490049 Fax: +44 1922 494420 info@erahomesecurity.com
ERA Valiant Way, Wolverhampton, West Midlands WV9 5GB United Kingdom

www.eraeverywhere.com 

COLOUR
CONSISTENCY

30-YEAR
PROVEN FIELD
PERFORMANCE

Learn more about the Fab&Fix Shield and our other certified solutions at 
eraeverywhere.com  

10
YEARS

FUNCTION, FINISH
AND SECURITY

GUARANTEE

480 HOURS
PROHESION

TESTING

480
HOURS

With quality and durability that you can see and feel in a choice of Fab&Fix perfectly 
matching suited finishes. The Nu Mail Shield matches over 200+ hardware products in 
our portfolio. For a wide range of door solutions whatever the application, style or finish 
you are looking for.

White Hardex
Chrome

Hardex
Graphite

Hardex
Gold

Black Antique 
Black

Hardex
Bronze

Anthracite 
Grey

Classic Fab&Fix
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